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Provisional agenda item 8 • 1
METHODS FOE ASSESSING MEMBERS WHICH PARTICIPATE Ш
THE WORK OF THE ORGANIZATION ГОВ THE EFFECTIVE WORKING BUDGET
In accordance with r e s o l u t i o n EB3.U.B15，1 -'ohe D i r e c t or-General communicated
2

resolution УНА7.1б of the Seventh World Health Assembly, together with the
relevant references, to a U Member States ^requesting their coraments Ъу
J 1 October 195砍
Twenty-seven r e p l i e s have Ъееп r e c e i v e d to d a t e , and a r e attached t o t h i s
document.

The replies may be analysed es follovs:

Five governments have indicated that they wish to continue the present
method, of assessment (Annex I ) .
Nine governments have indicated their agreement to a method of assessing
only members which participate in the work of the World Health Organization for
the amount of the effective budget (Annex II)•
One government wished to adopt the United Nations scale but to apply it to
all members of the Organization (Annex III).
Two sovernments did not reply dtïectly to the question concerned but have
raised other considerations (Annex T V ) .
F i v e governments had no observations to make (Annex V ) •
Five governments have merely acknowledged receipt of the Director-General s
communication (Annex V I ) .

1
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CEYLON
N o . WHO/ll/52

Ministry of External Affairs
Senate Building
Colombo (Ceylon)
22nd October 1954

The Director-General
W o r l d Health Organization
Palais des Nations
Geneva
Switzerland
Sir,
Scale of Assessments
I have the honour to refer to your letter N o . F.10-3 (Ceylon) of the 2Jrd July
1954, drawing the attention of this Government to the resolution of the 7th World
Health Assembly on the future scales of assessment.
The Ceylon Government is
opposed to any alteration of the present methods or scales for assessing the
contributions of members of the World Health Organization to its budget, until the
United Nations Committee on Contributions has been able to recommend a more permanent
scale； or, in the a l t e r n a t i v e the implications of the revision of the scale of
assessments have been fully considered by a committee of the full membership of the
Organization.
,
It has to Ъе pointed out that if the purpose of the Organization is to adopt
the scale of contributions
recommended by the United Nations Committee on Contributions,
T
the assessment of Ceylon s contribution will rise from the present .Ok^o to .15多.
This results in an immediate increase of over 500多 on its present monetary contribution.
The United Nations Organization in a resolution at its 8th Assembly sessions
had decided that "any change in the assessment of any one of its members upwards or
dovnwards should not vary Ъу more than 10实 either way" •
It has also to be pointed out that the basis for the assessment of Ceylon's
contribution adopted Ъу the United Nations Committee on Contributions has been the
expenses imposed on the United Nations Organization by the International Convention
on the Control of Narcotic Drugs，Ceylon not being a member of the United Nations
Organization,
The Ceylon Government cannot agree to the application of that scale
of assessment for Ceylon to its contributions to the World Health Organization for
two reasons.
Firstly, the expenses involved in the administration of International
Instruments for the Control of Narcotic Drugs Ъу the United Nations Organization are
not much and the actual money contribution that Ceylon makes towards these expenses
is not a heavy burden on its finances; but the money contribution that Ceylon v i l l
have to make to the World Health Organization whose budget is much larger would Ъе
a severe drain on its finances if a large increase as is contemplated in the
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assessments recommended for adoption by the World Health Organization was to result.
The United Nations Contributions Committee states in its latest report that "in
arriving at the percentage of assessments for countries contributing to the expenses
in the Narcotics Convention the same principles as that for the establishment of the
assessment of member states have been applied"• • Ceylon feels that such a n application of the principles would result in a disadvantage to Ceylon if it is also adopted
by the World Health Organization,
Secondly， Ceylon is a full member of the Organization and it would seem not in keeping with the status of full members of the Organization who are not members of the United Nations Organization that a partial scale should
be adopted for such countries •
It would result in an inequitable assessment of such
members•
Serious objections can also be raised to the latest scales
of assessment proposed
f
by the United Nations Committee on Contributions.
Ceylon s view is that the Contributions Committee has failed to give adequate weightage to the several conditions
governing the fixing of scales of assessment contained in various resolution^ adopted
Ъу the United Nations General Assembly.
Ceylon feels that more consideration should
have been given to its position as an under-developed and low per capita income
country.
The per capita income for Ceylon was assessed at 67 U . S . dollars by the
United Nations Statistical Office in 1953.
There is no doubt that as a result of
an increase in its population from 7,297,000 at that time to 8,585,000 in 195〜 and
its serious economic difficulties brought about by the heavy fall in its external
assets and a severe drop in the prices for its exports, and its balance of payments 7
its per capita income has been very considerably reduced.
The Ceylon Government is
also not satisfied with the extent to which the United Nations General Assembly's
requirement that the application of the per capita ceiling principle should Ъе
postponed until low income countries have attained a sufficiently high economic
standard to enable the principle to Ъе applied, have been given effect.
Ceylon also has been faced with considerable disabilities in securing foreign
currency, especially U . S . dollars； and the Contributions Committee does not appear
to have taken note of this fact either.
It should be noted that in the case of a
number of other countries of which it could not be said that they are much vorse off
than Ceylon, assessments have been considerably reduced.
The assessment
of India
T
drops from 390 to 363
units，
Nepal's
from
10
to
5
units，
New
Zealand
s
from
60 to
1
50 units， Pakistan s from 84 to 8l units, the Union of South Africa's from 15^ to
Qk units, -while the scale of contributions remains
unchanged in the case of countries
f
like Iceland， Luxemburg and Paraguay.
Ceylon s assessment, however, rises from 5
to Ik uuits.
The Ceylon Government therefore cannot agree to a reassessment of
the scale of contributions on the basis suggested by the United Nations Committee•
In regard to the method of assessing members who do not participate in the
work of the Organization, Ceylon.agrees with the decision of the Working Committee
on Administration， Finance and Legal matters^ at the last Assembly, that the provisions of Article 56 of the Constitution as it stands at present, precludes any
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assessment of members other than on the basis of equality of all members.
Under
the terms of this article of the Constitution the expenses of the Organization have
to be apportioned among all members in accordance with the scale based on the consideration of factors vhich have to be applied uniformly to the whole membership of the
Organization.
Ceylon cannot therefore agree to any method of assessment which will
tend to break up the membership into different categories.
Ceylon also regrets that it cannot agree to the changeover from the present unit
system of assessment to the percentage system which would result from the wholesale
adoption by the World Health Organization of the scale of assessments recommended by
the United Nations Committee on C o n t r i b u t i o n s .
The United Nations General Assembly
in a resolution at its Sessions in 19^6 decided that "as it may be more convenient
for the United Nations to adopt a uniform basis of assessment in lieu of the percentage
b a s i s , the Committee on Contributions is directed to give consideration to the relative
merits of each method".
In its last report the Contributions Committee states that
one of the principal advantages of the unit systgm "is that a general recalculation of
all assessments is not necessary as is the case in the percentage system with changes
in membership or individual assessments".
It adds that it "feels that a change
from the percentage system to the Unit system w i l l not present a real advantage"
and recommends the continuance of the percentage system in the United Nations
Organization.
On the same principle, the argument holds good vice versa in regard
to the suggested changeover from the unit system to the percentage system in the
case of the World Health Organization.
Ceylon sees no advantage in such a
changeover.
Ceylon, however, feels that the advantages of a continuation of the
unit system are still considerable that the World Health Organization need not fall
into alignment with the United Nations Organization in this matter.
In conclusion the Ceylon Government would Ъе grateful if you would be so good
as to convey to the Executive Board its request that if the Executive Board recomnends
to the next World Health Assembly the adoption of the scale of assessments recommended
by the United Nations Committee on Contributions, Ceylon's assessment Ъе reduced
from the proposed .15实 to a point in the scale which would be in keeping with Ceylon's
ability to pay the contributions resulting from its membership of the Organization.
Yours faithfully,
(signed)
Permanent Secretary
Ministry of External Affairs
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.
Department of Health
Dublin
19 November 195紅

Sir,
The Minister for Health has asked me to refer to your letter (F.10.5) of the
23rd July last regarding the scale of assessment of members towards the expenses
of the World Health Organisation and to state that for the present it is considered
that the existing arrangements for the assessment of inactive members might be
retained.
If and when it is decided to modify these arrangements, it would Ъе
desirable that the consequential adjustments in the proportionate contributions of
participating member states be applied on a gradual basis.
Yours faithfully,
(signed)
T.J. BRADÏ
1

Dire ctor-General
World Healt'h Organisation
Geneva

Ш31А
TELEGRAM
NEW DELHI
29 October 195紅
UNISAUTE GENEVA
F5-2/52PHII YOUR LETTER NO F 10-3 INDIA JULT TWENTTTHIBD BEGAEDING FUTOHE SCAIÍ! CF
ASSESSMENTS. GOVERHMENT INDIA DES3ÏÏE CONTINUANCE OF EXISTING SCALE OF ASSESSMENT.
LETTEE FOLLOWS _ HEALTHIMD.
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PAKISTAN
Karachi, 30th August. 1954
Government of Pakistan
Ministry of Health & Works
Directorate General of Health
From

Muhammad Ibrahim Dhameo, Esquire
Officer on Special Duty

To

The Director-Genera.1
World Health Organization
Palais des Nations
Geneva, Switzerland
•

Subject

•

'

•.

•

y

Pakistan s Contribution to the World Health
Organization • Future Scale of Assessments

Sir,
I am directed to refer to your letter N o , F 10.3 Pakistan^ dated the
23rd July, 195^ on the subject mentioned above and to say that the Government
of Pakistan ir. in favour of the present scale of Assessments •
Tour obedient servant,
(signed)
Muhammad Ibrahim Dhamee
Officer on Special Duty
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SPAIN
(Translation)
Permanent Delegation of Spain
to the International Organizations,
Geneva

Geneva, 2 November 195红

Sir,
With reference to your communication of 25 July last) and in accordance with
instructions received (Org. Intern. No.278 of 25 October 195^ AE/8A-2) I have the
honour to inform you as follows :
1
.The Spanish Government is opposed to any change in the scales of assessment
¿
i
c
h
might increase the number of units at present assigned or the value of
w
such units, since it considers that its present assessment, calculated on an
ample basis, represents the limits of its possibilities.
g.
The Spanish Government does not consider it desirable - with' respect to
resolution WHA7.15 Eev.l - that the United Nations' scale of assessment should
serre in all cases as a basis for the fixing of contributions to the World
Health Organization.
Since Spain is not a member of the United Nations it
has been unable to lay any facts officially before that Organization and the
Spanish Government therefore feels that the United Nations may not have been
able to consider sufficiently carefully all the factors which should Ъе taken
into consideration in assessing the contribution of Spain to the Specialized
Agencies, and particularly to the World Health Organization so ably directed
by you.
This lack of information and consequent inability to assess the financial
position of countries which are not members of the United Nations is the reason
why that Organization indicates - in fixing the percentages for поп-шетЪег
countries _ that the criteria which it applies may Ъе subject to revision or
amendment.
As far as Spain is concerned, the percentage indicated in the United
Nations' scale (1.25 per cent.) is not considered as justifiable in that it
represents an increase of more than 10 per cent, over the Organization s
present assessment against Spain.
3
The Spanish Government is of the opinion that the foregoing should be
Ъ^те in mind and that, as far as Spain is concerned, there should be no
alteration in the number of units vhich wore assigned to Spain when it
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entered the World Health Organization, in whose activities it desires to
collaborate enthusiastically within the limits of its means,
In consequence, I would ask you to place before the competent organs of
WHO the considerations set out above in order that they may decide, as far
as Spain is concerned, to adhere to the financial criteria adopted by the
World Health Organization when Spain was admitted.
I have the honour, etc.
(signed)
J . de Erice
The Director-General
World Health Organization
Geneva
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DENMARK
Indenrigsministeriet

Copenhagen, 16 November 195Д

25

5.kt.j.nr.l /l954
Sir,
In response to your letter of 23 July 1954 (F.10-3) regarding the fut\ire scale
of assessments I have the honour to state that the Danish Government still maintains
the view on this question as expressed by its delegation to the Seventh World Health
Assembly, and that the Government, consequently, is of the opinion that Members which
participate in the work of the Organization should be assessed on]y for the amount of
the effective budget in 1956 and subsequent years, any assessments of the other Members
to be over and above this amount.
I have the honour, etc.
(Signed)
Dr. M.G.Candau
Director-General
World Health Organization
Palais des Nations, Geneva

Johs Kjaerb^l
Minister of the Interior

ECUADOR
(Translation)
Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare
Réf. 1602-S

Quito, 33 September 195Л

Sir,
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your communication of F 10-3 Ecuador
of 23 July last on the subject of scales of assessment for the year 1956.
I have pleasure in informing you that after careful study of the debates and
resolutions of the Seventh World Health Assembly and of the Executive Board, the
Ministry under ny direction considers that method II as envd®ged ty the Executive Board
should be adopted since it provides that orOy active Members would be assessed for the
amount of the effective budget and up to that level only.
I may perhaps remind you that method II referred to above received the support of
the United States and that the Seventh World Health Assembly adopted a resolution to
the effect that the Ш0 scales of assessment for the present year will be applicable to
1955 except that the assessment of Nepal will be fixed, at five units.
I have the honour etc.
(Signed)
The Director-General
World Health Organization
Geneva

Dr. Adolfo Jurado Gonzalez
Minister for Health and Hygiene
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HAITI
(Translation)
Secretariat of State for
External Relations

Port-au-Prince
30 September 1954

SG. 11C/1194/4832

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 23 July last,
reference F e 10~3 in whlcb you diraw the attention of this Chancellery to resolutions
WHA7 0 16 and EB14.R15 recommending that the "Ei^ith World Health Assembly give
consideration to methods for assessing Members which participate in the work of
the Organization only for the amount of the effective budget in 1956 and subsequent
years, any assessment of the other Members to be over and above this amount".
This Secretariat duly transmitted to the competent Government Service all the
documents sent by the WHO Secretariat on this question so as to enable the Service
in question to present its observations within the established time limit, i.e.
31 October 1954 at the latest 0
The Service concerned is of the opinion that if the concept of the universality
of the Organization is to be respected， no official distinction should be made between
active and inactive Members•
Contributions should continue to be assessed on the
basis of the number of Members recognized by the Constitution.
Steps should also be
taken to bring the dissident Members back into the Organization.
Nevertheless^
resolution WHA7.16 adopted by the Seventh World Health Assembly would seem to be
acceptable since it provides that the assessment of the so-called inactive Members
shall constitute an amount over and above the effective budget
level, and also invites
1
Member States to participate actively in the Organization s work,
I have the honour， etc.
(Signed)
The Director-General
World Health Organization
Geneva
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LEBANON
(Translation)

、

Ministry of Public Health

Beirut

R e f . 3037

27 August 1954

Sir,
With reference to your communication F.10-3 Lebanon, of 23 July 1954, concerning
the future scales of assessment, I would inform you that this Department is in favour
of resolution ША7.16 adopted by the Seventh World. Health Assembly； the Lebanese
delegation, in fact, supported the various proposals which led to the adoption of
this resolution.
工 have the honour, etc.
(Signed)
The Director-General
World Health Organization
Geneva

D r . Y . Bauji
Director-General

PHILIPPINES
Department of Foreign Affairs

Manila, September 20, 1 9 5 4 . .

Sir,
工 have the honour to refer to your letter (Ref.F.10-3 Philippines) dated July 23,
195厶，concerning resolutions ÍVHA7.16 and EB1厶,R15 of the World Health Assembly and the
Executive Board respectively, on the subject of assessments of Member States of the
Organization.
I wish to inform you that the Phillippine Government supports resolution WHA7.16
because it provides a practical and realistic budget for the Organization.
I have the honour, etc.
(Signed)
The Director-General
World Health Organization .
Geneva
Switzerland

Raul S , MANGLAPUS
Undersecretary
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THAILAND
N o . 3680/2491

Ministry of Public Health
Bangkok, Thailand
October 22, В.Е.2Д97 (1954)

Sir,
Future Scale of Assessments
With reference to your letter F,10-3 Thailand dated 23 July 1954 on the above
subject, I wish to express our full approval of the resolution WHA7.16 of the Seventh
World Health Assembly.
工 have the honour, etc,
(Signed)
The Director-General
World Health Organization
Palais des Nations
Geneva, Switzerland

Air Marshal Muni M , Vejyant-Rangsrisht
Acting Minister of Public Health

UNITED KINGDOM
5A/95026/1/183/2

Ministry of Health
23, Savile Row
London, W.l #
25 October 1954

Sir，
Future Scale of Assessments
I am directed by the Minister of Health to refer to your letter of 23rd July
(F.10-3 UK) and to state that Her Majesty's Government are of the opinion that the
exclusion from assessment of States i/diich are not participating in the work of the
Organization is desirable on grounds of realistic accounting and would not conflict
with the provisions of the Constitution.
I ш , etc.
(Signed)
The Director-General
World Health Organization
Palais des Nations
Geneva
Switzerland

W儿Boucher
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
The Director-General of the
World Health Organization
Geneva, Switzerland

Department of State
Washington
October 29, 1954

Sir,
I- have the honor to reply to your communication of July 23, 1954 transmitting
a request of the Executive Board for the comments of members on resolution WHA7.16
of the last Health Assembly and resolution EB14,R15 of the Executive Board ^ e r e b y ^
it is recommended "that the Eighth World Health Assembly give consideration to methods
for assessing Members which participate in the work of the Organization only for^the
amount.of the effective budget in 1956 and subsequent years, any assessments of the
other Members to be ovér and above this amount".
It is the belief of the United States that active members alone should be
included in the 100^ assessment scale, the United States assessment not to exceod ^
33-1/3窝 of the total assessments of.such active members.
Members tóiich have stated
S a t they no longer intend to participate in the World Health Organxzation
^
the absence of any formal recognition of withdrawal, be assessed according to the same
principles as apply to active members, but outside of and xn additxon to the 100%
scale.
Any payments received from such inactive members should be credited to a
: .
special fund for such use as the next succeeding Health Assembly might determine.：
It will be recalled that the United States advanced a proposal along these lijaes
at the Seventh World Health Assembly,
This Government continues to believe that
action in this direction is desirable and urgent in order to put the finances of the
Organization on a more realistic basis.
As all members of the World Health Organization are aware, continued non-payment
by the inactive members has created an increasingly difficult problem for several years.
If the withdrawal of these members is not officially recognized by the Organxzatxon, a t
is requisite, in the opinion of the United States, that they continue to be assessed
in some form, and that their shares be determined according to the same standards as
are applicable to active members.
At the same time, the Organization has already
recognized that it must take into account the anticipated shortfall of revenue due to
non-payment by the inactive members.
The method which the Organization has employed
from year to year since 1952, i.e. increasing total assessments by the m c l u s x o n xn
the budget of an "Undistributed Reserve", is hardly a satisfactory arrangement for any
extended period.
It results in a very substantial divergence between the amount of
total assessments and the amount of the net effective budget.
As one consequence of
,
the
allocation
of
the
expenses
of
the
Organization
among
member
states becomes
t h i s
distorted from its intended form since payment in fact may be anticipated from active
members alone.
Thus although the principle of a one-third ceiling on the contribution of any one member state, first recognized by the Second Health Assembly, has
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been fully implemented since 1952 in terms of total assessments including the
assessments of the inactive members, and although the United States share is 33-1/3^
on this "official" basis, the share would be approximately
if it were computed
on the basis of assessments likely to be received in fact.
In -táie opinion of the United States, the time has come to institute a more
satisfactory arrangement.
This Government believes it to b e in the interest of the
World Health Organization and of a l l i t s members t h a t i n f u t u r e the 100^ assessment
s c a l e should be made up of the assessments of a c t i v e members a l o n e .
In t h i s way,
the assessment s c a l e of the Organization would be made more r e a l i s t i c , and the 3 3 - 1 / 3 %
ceiling principle would be applied, as it should b e , on the basis of assessments irtiich
the Organization can reasonably expect to receive in fact.
Article 56 of the Constitution of the World Health Organization provides that the
Health Assembly "shall review and approve the budget estimates and shall apportion
the expenses among the Members in accordance with a scale to be fixed ty the Health
Assembly".
There i s nothing i n t h i s language to prevent assessment on a s c a l e
aggregating more than 100^ if, under the circumstances, the requirements of the
Organization call for such a scale.
It is to be noted in this connection that the
proposal under consideration here is distinct from the proposal for assessment of
a c t i v e Members alone viiich was introduced by the d e l e g a t i o n of A u s t r a l i a i n the
Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters at the Seventh World Health
Assembly and referred to the Legal SubTCoramittee.
Furthermore, in the opinion of the
United States, Article 56 does not prevent the Health Assembly from determining that
payments by inactive members shall be credited to a special f u n d .
This fund vrould be
as much a p a r t of the "expenses" of the Organization as i s the s o - c a l l e d " U n d i s t r i b u t e d
Reserve" in Part IV of the present budget.
The proposal under consideration here would in no way hinder or prejudice the
resumption of participation at some future date by presently inactive members whose
withdrawal had not been formally recognized, by the Health Assembly.
As seen by the
United States, the proposal has the sole purpose of correcting an artificial
budgetary situation the effects of which are prejudicial to the best interests of the
Organization.
Veiy truly y o u r s ,
For the S e c r e t a r y of State：
(Signed)
David M c K . Key
Assistant Secretary for
International Organization Affairs
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URUGUAY
(Translation)
Ministry of Public Health
Ref. No. 1011Д
ASs 5859(85)
e . z. f . g .

Montevideo
8 September 1954-

Sir,
I have pleasure in acknowledging receipt of your communication F.10-3
of 23 July last, requesting this Ministry to obtain the opinion of our Govemmsnt
with regard to resolutions WHA7.16 and EB14.R15 of the World Health Organization
and of the Executive Board respectively.
In reply I would inform you that the Government of Uruguay has no objection
in principle to resolution WHA7.16 adopted by the Seventh World Health Assembly.
工 have the honour, etc.
(Signed)
Federico Garcia Capurro
Minister for Public Health
The Director-Oeneral.
World Health Organization
Geneva
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IRAQ
Government of Iraq
Ministry of Health
Baghdad - Iraq
Refs

3 r d

August 1954

WH0/33/24727

The Director-General
World Health Organization
Geneva
Switzerland

Dear Sir,
Reference your letter N o . F.Lo-3 Iraq dated 23rd July 1954.
.

‘
W e are in favour of Method 1 , Scale A , which is preferred to Scale B , and w e
are in full agreement with the sentiments of the Executive Board regarding the
universality of the Organization.
W e believe also that so-called "inactive" Members are technically Members of
the Organization and under Article 56 of the Constitution must be included in the
scale of assessments.
Sincerely yours,
.(Signed)
D r . Sabih A l W a h b i
Minister of Health
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HA.SHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN
Ministry of Health
Amman
Ref. N o . 55/9/5740
Subject:

7 August 1954

Future Scale of Assessments

Referenceг Your letter No. F.10-3 Jordan dated 23-7-1954
Director-General
World Health Organization
Palais des Nations
Geneva » Switzerland
Sir,
I have the honour to inform you that the Ministry of Health of the Hashemite
Kingdom of Jordan is in favour of universalizing WHO and any other Organization
connected with the United Nations as well as the UN itselfj as no organization would
be perfect and could render real' services to humanity in general unless it included
within its framework every state.
As regards the method of assessment to be adopted, my Government is ready to
accept any method which does not increase in any way the amount of our latest
contribution to WHO. (1954)
I have the honour, etc.
(Signed)
Dj. F . Tuttmji, M.D.
Minister of Health
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SWIÎZERIAMD
(Translation)
Federal Political Department
References

O.F.9.8.2-UZ
ad F.10-3

Berne, 19 October 1954

The Director-General
World Health Organization
Palais- des Nations,
Geneva.
Sir,
In reply to your letter of 23 July on the subject of future scales of assessment,
we have pleasure in communicating our views as underî
"
The essential principle on idaich the new scale of contributions to WHO is based
is that of adaptation to the economic possibilities of Member States, which is determined mainly on the basis of national revenue.
Taking into account the fact that
the per capita increase of revenue in a population implies a proportionate increase
of economic possibilities, the contributions of Member States have been fixed, according to a progressive scale, on the basis of revenue per inhabitant.
Certain countries
such as Nepal and China to which these principles cannot be applied axe subject to
special regulations»
Progressive assessment is, of course, limited by a provision to the effect that
no one State's contribution must exceed one-third of the total contributions to W H O .
The result is that in the case of the United States - which participates to the
extent of one-third of the total contributions 一 the national per capita revenue is
no longer the determining factor and some States
actually pay more per inhabitant
1
than the United States, even though the latter s per capita national revenue is
higher.
The principle of assessment of contributions according to economic resources
is, therefore, not strictly applied, and it is for this reason that we are of the
opinion that the provision in question should be completed by the following:
1

"No Member State s contribution per inhabitant shall exceed the contribution
per inhabitant of the State paying the highest contribution."
This would mean that the contributions of certain Member States, such as
Switzerland, would be modified.
In practice only a few small countries touM gain
an advantage from this provision, and it TOuld not bring about any appreciable
change in the assessments of the other States*
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It is our view that the principle of progressive assessment can only be
admitted if the above-etientioned provision (the application of which presents no
difficulty) is introduced•
Thanking you for the opportunity of submitting our opinion on this matter»
工 have the honour^ etc.
(Signed)
Federal Political Department
International Organizations
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DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
(Translation)
Secretariat of State for External
Relations and Religion
R e f e r e n c e î

Ciudad Tru^illo
Distrito de Santo Domingo

1 9 0 4 1

25 August 1954

The Director-General
World Health Organization
Palais des Nations
Geneva, Switzerland
Sir,
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your communication P.10-3 ВШ. of
33"July 1954 requesting the opinion of the Dominican Government with regard to the
assessment of contributions of Member States.
In reply I would inform you that the Dominican Government has no observation to
make in connexion with the documents transmitted under cover of the above-mentioned
communication.
I have the honour, etc,
(Signed)

FEDERATION OF RHODESIA AND NYASALAND
53/I/203

Ministry of External Affairs
P.O. Box 81)8, Causeway
Salisbury

The Director-General
World Health Organization
Geneva, Switzerland

14 September 195杯

Sir,
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter P.10-3 of the 23rd July,
and to inform you that the Government of the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland has
no comments to offer regarding the future Scales of Assessment of Members of the World
Health Organization.
I have the honour, etc.
(Signed)
for:

Secretary for External Affairs
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GREECE
(Translation)
M i n i s t r y of S o c i a l Welfare
Health Administration
D.S.424

Athens, 29 October 195杯

Sir,
With reference to your letter of 2 3 J u l y 1954 (P 10-3 Greece) regarding the future
scale of assessments, we have the honour to inform you that we have no comments to make.
I have the honour, e t c .
(Signed)
Dr. J e a n Kyriakos
Secretary-General
KOREA

тшшяятшвттт

M i n i s t r y of Foreign A f f a i r s

Republic of Korea

ECO/85林
September 2, 195杯
Sir,
With r e g a r d t o your l e t t e r Р Л в - 3 of 2 3 J u l y 195牡，requesting comments of the
Government of the Republic of Korea on the f u t u r e s c a l e of assessments t o Contracting
S t a t e s of the Organization, I have the honour to inform you t h a t t h i s Government has
no suggestion t o o f f e r on the matter.
Accept, S i r , the assurance of my h i g h e s t c o n s i d e r a t i o n .
For the Foreign M i n i s t e r :
(Signed)

Dr. M. G. Candau
Director-General
World Health Organization

Chung W. Cho
Vice Foreign M i n i s t e r
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NEPAL
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Kathmandu
Nepal

11/19-6-3/1687
September 28 # 195^
Sir,
I write in continuation of my letter No. 11/19-6-3/1284 dated August 18, 195^
regarding the future scale of assessments.
2.
I should like to inform you that my Government have nothing to comment on the
subject.
With expressions of my high consideration.
(Signed)
Sovag Jung Thapa
Major General
Secretary to Government
The Director-General
W.H.O. Palais des Nations
Geneva
Switzerland
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BURMA
Foreign Office
Rangoon
No. INT 538/Nya
Subject:

4 August 1954

Future Scale of Assessments.

Sir,
I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter No. P.10-3 Burma,
dated the 23rd July 1954, on the subject indicated above, and to say that the matter.is
receiving the attention of the competent authorities of the Government of the Union
of B u r m a . .
I have the honour, etc.
(for the Minister for Foreign Affairs)
(Signed)
The Director-General
World Health Organization
Geneva

( к н ш

m u N G

)

for Permanent Socrotary

CUBA
(Translation)
Republic of Cuba
Ministry of Health and Social Welfare
Health Administration
Reference 4o48

La Habana, 3 August 195斗

The Director-General
World Health Organization
Palais des Nations
fleneva, Switzerland
Sir,
I ara in receipt of your letter of 2J July last, ref. P.10-3 Cuba, 011 the subject of
the budget proposals for the year 1956, and I am pleased to inform you that your copnuni.
cation has today been passed to Dr. Jose Elias Olivella, Minister for Health and Social
Welfare so that he may transmit it to Dr. Felix Hurtado for the necessary action.
I have the honour, etc.
(Signed)
Dr. Alberto Recio
Director-General of Health
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E L SALVADOR
(Translation)
Republic of El Salvador
Ministry of External Relations
Department for International Organizations
Reference:

A-812.4-E-766

San Salvador, 20 September 1 妙

The Dire с t or-General
World Health Organization
Palais des Nations
Geneva, Switzerland
Dear Sir,

•

.

I have pleasure in acknowledging receipt of your communication P 10-5 El Salvador
of 25 July last, in which you call the attention of my Government to resolutions WHA7.16
and EB14.R15 of the World Health Assembly and of the Executive Board respectively #
recommending "that the Eighth World Health Assembly give consideration to methods for
assessing Members which participate in the work of the Organization only for the amount
of the effective budget in 1956 and subsequent
years, any assessments of the other
1
Members to be over and above this amount* .
I thank you for the above-mentioned information and for the enclosures attached to
your letter and would inform you that this documentation has been brought to the notice
of the competent Ministry which will reply in due course.
I have the honour # etc,
(Signed)
Roberto E . Canessa .: 一.
Minister for External Relations
ETHIOPIA
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Addis Ababa, August 17 1954

N o . 6681/26/46
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Imperial Ethiopian Government present their
compliments to the Director-General of the World Health Organization and have the honour
to acknowledge receipt of the latter's Note P.10-3 Ethiopia of
July 195砵 addressed
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to the Ministry to request their comments on whether or not the inactive members of
WHO should be excluded from the scale assessment in the future budget of WHO.
They have the honour to state to the Director-General that the matter is under
study and any comments which the Ethiopian Government may make thereon would be
communicated to him in time.
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Imperial Ethiopian Government avail themselves of this opportunity to renew to the Director-General the assurance of their
high consideration.
(Signed)
Director-General
World Health Organization
Palais des Nations
Geneva, Switzerland

GUATEMALA
(Translation)
Republic of Guatemala
Ministry of External Relations

Guatemala, 4 August 195斗

The Director-General
World Health Organization
Palais des Nations
Geneva， Switzerland
Sir,
• 工 have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your communication P.10-3 Guatemala
of 23 July last, transmitting the texts of resolutions WHA7.16 of the Seventh World
Health Assembly, and EB14.R15 adopted by the Executive Board at its fourteenth session,
together with extracts from the debates in the Seventh World Health Assembly on the
subject of scales of assessment of Member States for 1956 and subsequent years•
I have the honour, etc,
(Signed)
Jose Luis Mendoza
Chief of the X-epartment for
International Organizations,
Treaties and "Sección de Selice"
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8.1

METHODS FOE ASSESSING MEMBERS WHICH PAETICIPATE IK
THE WORK OF THE ORGANIZATION FOR THE EFFECTIVE WOBKING BUDGETSince document ebi5/33 was issued, the following further replies have been
received from Governments:
AUSTRIA
(translation)
FEDERAL MINISTEY OF SOCIAL ADMINISTRATION
ZI .V. IOU. 549-20/JL/51»-

Vienna, 11 November 195^

To the Director-General
World Health Organization
Geneva
Sir,
With reference to your letter F.10-3 Austria of 23 July 195^；,concerning the
contributions of Member States to thè budget of the World Health Organization,
I have the honour to inform you of the following.
In our opinion， serious reservations must be made with regard to the constitutionality of the recommendations contained in paragraph 1 of resolution WHA7.16.
In accordance with Article 56 of the Constitution the "budget is firtanced by
contributions from Member States assessed in accordaftce with a scale established
Ъу the World Health Assembly.
The World Health Assembly, being tiound by the
Constitution, is obliged to establish the scale of assessments in such a way that
the contributions of Member States plus the miscellaneous income eq.ua 1 the total
budget.
The arbitrary exclusion of Member States from assessment is, according
to the letter and spirit of Article
contrary to the Constitution, entailing
as it does non-objectively calculated and. increased contributions.
The above-mentioned resolution recommends, however, that the effective
working budget, that is, the budget in the spirit of Article
should cons'ist
of the contributions of those Member States which participate in the work of the
Organization, the other Members being assessed over and above the effective budget.
This solution is contrary to the Constitution and should therefore be rejected.
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Nevertheless, it is recognized that this solution has great advantagee over
the present scale of assessments and the reasons which led to the resolution in
question are acceptable, i.e. the necessity of creating a solid financial basis
and establishing an equitable distribution of the amounts to be contributed by
Member States.
From the practical point of view this solution is entirely
acceptable. From the first, the difficulty of the problem of contributions has
arisen from the lack of co-ordination between the Constitution and the practicality
of a scale of assessments. We therefore suggest a method which would reconcile
these two factors.
(1)

The assessment of all Member States' contributions to the budget according
to the same principles•

(2)

A reduction of the contributions of the Member States Albania, Bulgaria ;
Czechoslovakia^ Hungary, Poland, Rumania^ Ukraine, Bielorussia and the USSE
for the period during which they take no part in the work of the Organization.

⑶

Inclusion of contributions as mentioned in point (2) above in the undistributed
reserve.

This method is constitutional since it would assess all Member States ; and it is
practical since the gross budget vould equal the effective budget, as the undistributed. reserve would amount to only O.56实.
The reduction of assessments of Member
States which do not participate actively in the work of the Organization， although
itself a departure from the general scale of assessments, is not an. essential
feature of the scale. Justifiable exceptions are always permissible and, in
fact, exceptions have been made for China and Korea.
Consequently the assessment of certain specifically named Members, no longer
taking, an active part in the work of the Organization^ not paying any contribution,
and not receiving any assistance, with a reduced contribution is perfectlyjustifiable and also constitutional.
In our opinion, this is the only possible
method of establishing a rational budget without altering the Constitution.
I have the honour to Ъе， etc.
(signed)
D r . Alfred Khaum
Director-General of Public Health
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BOLIVIA
(Translation)
Ministry for External Relations
and Eeligion

La Paz, 16 November 195^

Bef. 0.1
D r . M.G. Candau
Director-General
World Health Organization
Geneva
Sir,
With reference to your communication F.10-3 BOLIVIA, of 23 July last, I have
pleasure in informing you that the Ministry of Health and Bygiene has full confidence in the study which the Executive Board vill carry out at its fifteenth
session, and that Bolivia will give special attention to the report to be
presented to the Eighth World Health Assembly.
I have the honour to be, etc.
(signed)
EDUARDO AEZE QUIROGA
Under-Secretary for Foreign Eelatlons
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RETSIEBLAJIDS
Ministry for Social Affairs
and Public Health
N o . 2963
Section International
Health Affairs

The Hague, 27 December 1 妙

D r . M.G. Candau
Director-General of the
World Health Organization
Palais des Nations
Geneva
Dear D r . Candau,
Thank you for your letter of 23rd July 195紅 asking my Government's comments
about the future scale of assessment for W.H.O.
We agree that the present W.H.O. scale vhich was founded in 19^8 is no longer
up to date.
On the other hand, appliance of the U.N. scale without any modification would mean a rise of the total assessment of active members and consequently
the United States contribution would exceed the ceiling set to it. . The undistributed reserve would advance from
to 2Vfo.
Щ Government is of opinion that it would, be advisable to apply the United
Nations scale with two modifications, namely the United States contribution be
fixed at such a percentage below 33.35 that this contribution vill not be above
its ceiling and further a mitigated application of the per capita principle.
The fact that the United Nations scale is not yet definitely set is considered to
be of minor importance.
As the chief of the Netherlands delegation to the 7th World Health Assembly
pointed out in the Committee on Programme and Budget, we have some doubts whether
it would not have been advisable to accept the withdrawals of those members now
called inactive, at the time these withdrawals were presented. From a point of
view of sound financing we regret the introduction of a gross budget.
However,
we know that - as things stand, now - this is unavoidable.
In conclusion my Government wishes to give it as its opinion that whatever
decision will be taken with regard to the scale of assessment, provisions should
be made in connection with the arrears in the contributions of the inactivo members.
The accumulation of these contributions vill always be a regrettable hindrance for
the return of these countries•
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I may apologize for the delay this letter suffered for reasons beyond nçr
control.
I hope that my remarks can nevertheless be taken into account Ъу the
Executive Board at its fifteenth session.
Yours sincerely,
(signed)
Minister for Social Affairs and Public Health

SPAIM
(Translation)
Permanent Delegation of Spain
to the International Organizations
Geneva

Geneva^ 16 December 195^

D r . Candau
Director-General
World Health Organization
Geneva
Sir,
With further reference to my letter of 2 November last in reply to your
communication of 23 July 195红，I have the honour to transmit to you further
instructions received (OEG.INTiEBN.299^ 18-11-5^) which are as follows:
The Spanish Government - in connection with the question raised byresolution WHA7.16 - is against any alteration in the scale of assessment of
Member States of the Organization vhereby in 1956 and subsequent years th^y
would be assessed only for the amount of the effective budget.
The Spanish Government is of the opinion that such a change would entail a
non-equitable distribution of the financial burden, to the disadvantage of those
Members which may be considered as economically weaker.
I have the honour to Ъе, etc.
(signed)
J . DE ERICE
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8.：

METHODS FOR ASSESSING M E T E R S WHICH PARTICIPATE
IN THE WORK OP THE ORGANIZATION FOR THE EFFECTIVE WORKING BUDGET
Since docvmiertt EB15/J5 was issued, the following further reply has been
received from the Government of the Union of South Africas
"I have the honour to refer to your letter No. F.10-5 of the
23rd July, 1^54, regarding resolution WHA7.16 adopted at the Seventh
World Health Assembly, and resolution EB14.R15 adopted at the fourteenth
session of the Executive Board.
The South African Government considers that the first objective of
the World. Health Organization should be to revise its scale of assessments
so as to bring it into conformity with that of the United Nations, subject
to such adjustments as differences in membership may make necessary.
In
this regard it can be recalled that it has been the consistent policy of
the South African Government, both in the case of the World Health
Organization and in the case of other Specialized Agencies, to urge that
scales of assessment should be related to the scale applicable to the
United Nátions.
South Africa has contended that no better criteria or
bases for the determination of scales of assessment have been worked out
than are contained in the recommendations of the United Nations Committee
on Contributions.
With regard to the method of applying the WHO scale of assessments,
the discussions of the Seventh World Health Assembly which led up to the
adoption of resolution WHA7.ÏD made it plain that consideration of thé
problem of the assessment of what are popularly known as "inactive members"
of the Organization involves three aspects - constitutional, political and
financial.
A.

The constitutional aspect

At the Seventh Assembly a number of delegations expressed the view
that a. differentiation in assessment between member states which participated in the work of the organization and those which did not participate
would be incompatible with the terms of the constitution.
The South
African delegation was one of the first to take the view that the proposal
to exclude the so-called inactive members from the scale of assessment (in
the form in which that proposal was before the relevant committee at the
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time) might be open to constitutional objections.
However, it was
subsequently stated by the Secretariat that a "formula" could be devised in
terms of which the so-called inactive members could be excluded from asseasments in respect of the amount of the effective budget without doing violence
to the provisions of the constitution.
In the light of the opinion expressed by the Secretariat, the South
African Government is in principle prepared to accept the hypothesis that
such a formula be found but cannot of course anticipate its decision on the
substantive matter at issue until the terms of the formula are known.
B.

The political aspect

The political aspect of the problem relates to the possibility of the
so-called inactive members returning to full participation in the work of
the Organization,
At the Seventh Session several delegations expressed the
view that the exclusion of the so-called inactive members might not only
make it more difficult for these members to return, but might imply some
form of recognition by the Organization of their withdrawal from membership.
The South African delegation for its part recognized that there were
political considerations that were applicable but stated that these
considerations might be left aside at that juncture..
It is the opinion of the South African Government that as far as the
political aspects of this problem are concerned, the picture may be a little
clearer by the time the Eighth World Health
Assembly meets in Mexico City.
fT
Resolution WHA7.16 in its third paragraph invites the member states which
have not been actively participating in the work of the Organization to
resume full participation at the earliest date".
It is presumed that in
terms of resolution EB14.R15 of the Executive Board this invitation has
been communicated to the so-called inactive member states and the South
African Government considers that the response or non-response of these
member states to the invitation could be regarded by the Eighth World Health
Assembly as at least some indication of their future intentions in regard to
their relations with the Organization,
C.

The financial aspect

The financial aspect of the problem is the most important.
In this
respect it was publicly recognized that the matter at issue was linked
directly to the ceiling of
of the gross assessment budget which has
been fixed as the assessment of the United States of America as well as to
the absolute ceiling of $^,000,000 to which the United States contribution
has been limited by a legislative decision of its Congress.
It was the
argument of the United. States delegation at the Seventh Session that because
of the non-receipt of contributions from inactive members and the special
payment by China, the United States contribution to the 1954 effective
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working budget amounted t o )9.2多 of the t o t a l .
In other words i t was
contended by i m p l i c a t i o n t h a t thé United S t a t e s was paying more than what
the Organization had envisaged when i t agreed t o f i x a
ceiling for
the l a r g e s t c o n t r i b u t o r .
The South A f r i c a n Government does n o t , however, b e l i e v e t h a t i t was the
i n t e n t i o n of the Second, Third and Fourth World Health Assemblies, when they
accepted the p r i n c i p l e t h a t "no one member s t a t e should c o n t r i b u t e more than
one-third t o the r e g u l a r expenses of World Health Organization f o r any one
y e a r " and when they p r o g r e s s i v e l y reduced the United S t a t e s ' c o n t r i b u t i o n
to
t h a t t h i s p r i n c i p l e should be a p p l i e d t o the net assessment budget
r a t h e r than t o the g r o s s assessment budget.
These s u c c e s s i v e Health
Assemblies, i n reaching the r e l e v a n t d e c i s i o n s , were aware of the a c t i o n
taken by c e r t a i n c o u n t r i e s (subsequently known a s i n a c t i v e members) i n
regard t o t h e i r membership of the Organization.
Moreover, the Fourth World Health Assembly, i n f i x i n g the c o n t r i b u t i o n
of the United S t a t e s of America a t 刃 У 絮 》 s p e c i f i c a l l y f i x e d t h i s percentage
in terms of the gross assessment budget (see paragraph 2 of resolution ША4Л7).
Por these reasons the South A f r i c a n Government sees no j u s t i f i c a t i o n
f o r adopting a formula i n determining the s c a l e of assessments which would
exclude the s o - c a l l e d i n a c t i v e members from t h a t s c a l e , merely on the grounds
t h a t the United S t a t e s should not be expected to pay more than ЗЗУЗ^ of the
e f f e c t i v e working budget.
I t i s a l s o t o be noted t h a t when South A f r i c a
supported the p r i n c i p l e of p r o g r e s s i v e l y reducing the United S t a t e s
assessments i n the World Health Organization t o
i t did so on the
understanding t h a t the United S t a t e s c o n t r i b u t i o n to c e r t a i n other s p e c i a l i z e d
agencies of the United Nations whose s c a l e s of assessments a r e based on the
United Nations p a t t e r n would be p r o g r e s s i v e l y a d j u s t e d upwards to bring the
United S t a t e s ' c o n t r i b u t i o n to the 浏 l e v e l .
.
The South A f r i c a n Government r e c o g n i z e s t h a t there i s a l o t t o be s a i d
f o r adopting a formula under which only members which p a r t i c i p a t e i n the
work of the Organization would be a s s e s s e d f o r the amount of the e f f e c t i v e
budget.
I f t h i s i s to be done however, i t i s the South A f r i c a n view t h a t
there should be a concomitant review of the percentage c o n t r i b u t i o n t o
c e r t a i n other o r g a n i z a t i o n s of the l a r g e s t s i n g l e c o n t r i b u t o r t o WHO.
The
South A f r i c a n Government in t h i s regard would be prepared t o support an
arrangement whereby the percentage c o n t r i b u t i o n of the l a r g e s t c o n t r i b u t o r
t o WHO should be reduced to
of the e f f e c t i v e working budget over a
period of two or more y e a r s as may be agreed.
This would be s u b j e c t t o
a p r o v i s o however - and considerable importance i s attached t o t h i s
p r o v i s o - t h a t a s p e c i f i c undertaking i s given t h a t i n the case of c e r t a i n
other s p e c i a l i z e d agencies where the l a r g e s t s i n g l e contributor c o n t r i b u t e s
l e s s than the
c e i l i n g t h a t c o n t r i b u t o r over the same period of y e a r s
w i l l p r o g r e s s i v e l y i n c r e a s e i t s c o n t r i b u t i o n t o the
maximum.
In
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this manner closer co-ordination will be achieved among the specialized
agencies concerned with the broad pattern of contributions which is applicable
to the United Nations.
Such a solution would also provide the most equitable
settlement of an issue which cannot be considered in isolation in respect
of one specialized agency only.
•The delay in submitting the Union Government *s comments is regretted.
I have the honour to b e ,
Sir,
Your obedient Servant,
D . SPIES
Secretary for External Affairs."
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The following coramunication has been received from the Government of Canada:

Canadian Delegation
"La Pelouse"
Palais des Nations
Geneva
27 January 1955

Sir,
I have the honour to refer to your letter of 23 Ju3y 1954, (reference F.10-3
CANADA) addressed to the Minister of National Health and Welfare, Ottawa, in which
you brought to his attention resolutions WHA7.16 and EB14.R15 of the World Health
Assembly and the Executive Board respectively concerning the consideration to be
given by the Eighth World Health Assembly to methods of assessing Members which
participate in the work of the Assembly.
With regard to the question of the future assessment of inactive Members,
I have been instructed by щу Government to inform you that Canada would be prepared to agree that only active Members should be assessed for the effective
budget provided that, in the resulting scale, no Member State would pay a higher
per capita contribution than the Member paying the highest assessment.
I have the honour to b e ,
Sir,
Your obedient servant,
(Sgd.) R.E. REYNOLDS
for Hector Allard
Permanent Representative
Director-General
World Health Organization

Geneva

